A photonic crystal ͑PC͒ structure is described revealing a complete three-dimensional ͑3D͒ photonic band gap of about 25% if realized as a silicon/air structure. It is based on two systems of parallel circular pores being orthogonal to each other. The gap size depends on the degree of mutual penetration of the pore systems. A possible fabrication route is based on macroporous silicon ͑lattice constant aϭ0.5 m), into which orthogonal pores are drilled, e.g., by focused-ion-beam etching. This yields a 3D photonic crystal with a complete band gap in the near infrared. The dispersion behavior of the PC is theoretically analyzed ͑band structure, density of states͒, varying the pore radii. We discuss the influence of pore shape variations and topological modifications on the size of the gap.
Photonic crystals ͑PCs͒ have attracted an increasing interest due to their optical properties. These properties originate from the periodic structure, given to dielectric solids, that leads to particular band structures for photons. It is one of the most interesting topics in the field of PCs to design and fabricate PCs showing three-dimensional ͑3D͒ complete photonic band gaps in the near infrared ͑NIR͒ or in the range of visible light. In this article, a crystal structure is described and theoretically characterized that reveals such a large complete gap. It could be experimentally prepared by drilling Si-based two-dimensional ͑2D͒ macroporous PCs perpendicular to the 2D pore axes. Two penetrating systems of air pores provide an inverted PC structure with a high dielectric contrast (⑀ air :1.0,⑀ Si :12.1), being appropriate to obtain large photonic band gaps.
In 1990, Ho et al. 1 theoretically predicted the existence of complete 3D band gaps for dielectric spheres arranged in the diamond structure. They found that so-called inverted structures, i.e., air spheres in a dielectric medium, would provide an even higher gap/midgap ratio. Later, the same group published on photonic band gaps of A7 structures, built of connected cylinders and having rhombohedral symmetry. 2 An alternative structure with a large 3D band gap, called Yablonovite, could be manufactured by drilling triangular arrays of holes with 35°tilt from the normal into a dielectric medium. 3 But, it proved to be difficult to scale down the structure to possible IR applications. 4 In 1994, Fan et al. 5 published the design of a 3D PC which could be realized at submicron lengthscales. The crystals included three materials; Si, SiO 2 , and air. They resemble a drilled checkerboard arrangement of SiO 2 blocks in Si. The authors theoretically verified the existence of a band gap of about 14%. For an appropriate inverted structure, consisting of air in silicon only, they predicted a 23% gap/midgap ratio. The same group reported on the influence of a fabrication-related disorder on the properties of PCs, in particular to which degree the size of the band gap is reduced. 6 Johnson et al. 7 presented a design of a 3D periodic dielectric layered structure with omnidirectional photonic band gap ͑PBG͒. The vertical structure was proposed to be fabricated by a sequence of translated planar layers forming a face-centered-cubic ͑fcc͒ lattice. For air pores arranged hexagonally in the 2D layers and stacked in the described way, a complete 3D PBG of 20.9% is reached in Si. Drilled alternating layer structures ͑DALPC͒ were designed and theoretically studied by Notomi et al. 8 The fabrication process is a combination of lithographic technology and autocloning bias-sputtering deposition of Si and SiO 2 . Cylindrical columns perpendicular to the Si/SiO 2 stack are drilled by dry etching. The SiO 2 layers deposited show remarkable inclined fractions connecting the SiO 2 blocks of different heights. Extended series of band structure calculations, done as a prestudy of the present article, showed: If we introduce inclined SiO 2 links into the model of Fan, 5 and transform it step by step to the DALPC geometry, the size of the complete band gap drastically drops and finally disappears in the proposed design. 8 Noda et al. 9 published on 3D woodpile structures, which can be fabricated by waferbonding and selective etching for the optical wavelength region ͑NIR͒. The large scale synthesis of Si-based inverted opal structures with a complete 3D band gap near 1.5 m is reported in Ref. 10 . Recently, Toader and John proposed a square spiral architecture for large 3D PBG crystals. 11 A systematic review on possible square spiral geometries is given by Toader et al. 12 For both, diamond and fcc lattice types, and for different lengths of the spiral arm segments, the attainable band gaps are discussed. The full PBG can be as large as 16%. If the corresponding structures could be inverted ͑air spiral in Si͒ the gap/midgap ratio would reach up to 24%. Dedicated glancing angle deposition methods seem to be appropriate for the fabrication of Si-based spiral structures. 13 In the present letter, we describe an alternative photonic crystal structure based on immediately available macro- 15 3D PCs can be grown, if the pore diameters of the 2D macroporous silicon are modulated in a periodic way during the growth process. 16 Leonard 17 showed that for a simple cubic lattice of spherelike modulated pores a complete band gap of about 4% arises. An alternative possibility of structuring macroporous Si in the third dimension is drilling. Chelnokov reports on NIR Yablonovite-type PCs, prepared by focused-ion-beam etching with inclined incidence. 4 Contrary to that approach, we do introduce a second system of drilled pores being perpendicular to the initial deep 2D macropores. Figure 1 shows the 3D PC designed. In the bird's eye view ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ the geometrical arrangement of the two systems of pores in the Si block is illustrated. The pores, being electrochemically etched in the first step, have the radius R cyl . They are oriented in the horizontal direction into the image plane. The vertical set of pores is assumed to be drilled in a second process step, e.g., by focussed-ion-beam etching with the radius r drilled . Figure 1͑a͒ shows the top view ͑top͒ and the side view ͑bottom͒ of the orthorhombic cell, with the lattice parameters L x :bϭ1/ͱ2, L y :aϭ1.0, L z :2hϭ1/ͱ2. In that special case, the lattice becomes fcc. 5 The mutual penetration of the orthogonal pore systems can be seen clearly.
To theoretically study the electromagnetic properties of the PC structure Maxwell's equations have to be solved. For this numerical procedure, a frequency-domain-based method is used, with the model of the dielectric structures coded on a 3D supercell grid. The fully vectorial algorithm allows one to calculate the frequency eigenstates and the electromagnetic field modes. 18, 19 Iterative eigensolvers are applied to find an adjustable number of the lowest eigenstates of Maxwell's equations. Convergence and accuracy of this numerical approach were extensively checked and compared to plane wave solutions including up to 2400 waves. Figure 2 shows two examples of band structures. The
Brillouin zone taken is associated with the given orthorhombic lattice. In Fig. 2͑a͒ the radius of both pore systems is R cyl ϭr drilled ϭr/aϭ0.24, which provides ⑀ mean ϭ3.38. The gap/midgap ratio found is 25% with the central frequency at f ϭ0.565͓a/2c͔. If the air filling factor is drastically reduced to R cyl ϭr drilled ϭr/aϭ0.15, the midgap frequency decreases to f ϭ0.363 ͓a/2c͔. For r/aϭ0.15, the two pore systems are still penetrating each other, which provides a complete band gap of 2.5%. If the pores are so narrow that each of them is isolated, no complete band gap exists. In Fig. 3 , the density of states is plotted for r/aϭ0.24. The curve is based on the eigenstates related to 1331 k points in the first Brillouin zone. Indeed, there are no states within the first Brillouin zone that fill the gap of the band structure of Fig. 2͑a͒ .
If the radii of the etched pores R cyl and the drilled pores r drilled are varied simultaneously (R cyl ϭr drilled ), the gap map of Fig. 4 in their influence on the gaps of the band structures.
The maximum gap size is obtained for the optimized R cyl ϭr drilled . ͑ii͒ Elliptical pores: Assuming a constant air filling factor, increasing eccentricity of the pores causes a decrease of the size of the complete band gap. Perfectly circular pore systems provide the maximum band gap. The influence of pore roundness deficiencies on the PBG of 2D photonic crystal was studied in detail elsewhere. 20 ͑iii͒ A rectangular cross section of one of the pore systems decreases the possible gap size depending on the aspect ratio of the rectangles ͑see also Ref. 5͒. ͑iv͒ Modifying the ratio of L x , L y , and L z in the model of the PC, we theoretically studied the PBGs of hexagonally drilled 2D photonic crystals of triangular lattice type. It turned out that there is also a complete band gap of about 25% for structures with a porosity comparable to the derived fcc optimum. The central frequency of the gap increases compared to the considered fcc model. 21 In summary, we have proposed a model of a PC with a large 3D band gap realizable for the NIR. The gap map shows that the complete gap size is about 25%, and that it is robust versus weak pore size modulations. The proposed fabrication is based on 2D macroporous PCs, which have to be drilled in a perpendicular direction, e.g., by focused-ionbeam etching. For the given lattice constant a 2D ϭ0.5 m, the fabricated 3D PC will span a complete PBG from 1.29 m to 1.66 m, which could be tested by NIR emitters, like erbium. Band structure calculations of models combining noncircular pore shapes proved that circular pores provide the largest attainable complete band gap.
